New Things To Do In New York After Trade Show Hours

Thanks to climate change, it's impossible to be sure whether the weather will be frightful or delightful in January. Still, the odds are if you're in town this month, whether you live here or visiting for market week, you'll be seeking a haven of comfort during our winter nights. Here, some up-to-the-second suggestions for places to chill out even if the mercury surprisingly soars.

IVY LANE

Believe it or not, adventurous food can be found on NYC's staid Upper East Side. At Ivy Lane, Korean-born chef Sung Park adventurously mixes and layers quality ingredients to create some of the most inventive food anywhere in the city, all served in a beautiful, tri-level setting. Consider chowing down on true squid ink gnocchi with a mornay sauce; an octopus terrine with caper berry, sweet and sour chilli sauce, saffron aioli and olive purée; fluke meuniere with crab brandade and wilted kale; or lamb pappardelle with ginger, chili, and almond pesto. You'll be glad you took a walk (or subway or cab) to this Lane. (116 East 60th Street. 212-641-0577)